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Tips for Counting Change
Parents, next time you are at the store and paying with cash, you can 
make a game of counting change. Have your child try and figure the 
change you should get before the cash register gives you an answer. 
Then, once you get your change, have your child count it out and 
double-check you received the correct change.

Formula for Checking Change
Change + Bill = What you paid
So if the bill was $8 and you gave the cashier a $10, then you  
got $2 in change. 

You can check your change using the formula. It  
would look like: $2 + $8 = $10

This sounds really simple, but doing this simple check will help you 
get better at counting your change and will often catch mistakes made 
by the cashier.

Son: Mom, can I get a $20 bill, please?

Mom: Does it look like I am  
Made of Money, son?

Son: Well, isn’t that what M.O.M. stands for?

Pigeons must be wealthy.
They have no problem leaving  

deposits on cars.

Jokes

Tips
Manage Your Money
Managing your money can be an important skill in 

life. A lot of people do well in their job and make a 

lot of money, but still, end up broke. Learning how 

to stay on a budget, save money, and invest wisely 

can help you to stay financially secure through life. 

Heart O’ Texas can help you save, we pay cash for 

good grades. Stop by Heart O’ Texas and ask us any 

money-saving questions.

Money Facts
Name 3 of the 4 presidents  
featured on US currency?

Money is made in factories called 
___________.

What is the life expectancy of a coin 
and dollar bill?

Math Problems
What is 3+3x3-3+3=?

Tom was asked to paint the number of plates on 100 
apartments, which means he will have to paint the 
number 1 through 100. Can you figure out the number of 
times he will have to paint the number 8?

US Presidents: George Washington ($1 bill), Abraham Lincoln ($5 bill), Andrew Jackson ($20 bill) and Benjamin Franklin ($100 bill) • Money is made in factories called mints.
Life expectancy: coin/30 years, dollar bill/18 months • 3+3x3-3+3=12 • Paint number 8:  20 times. (8, 18, 28, 38, 48, 58, 68, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 98)   
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fun
Games!

Sun, Uranus, Neptune, Earth, Mars,  
Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn


